Promoter escape by RNA polymerase II.
Transcription of protein-coding genes is one of the most fundamental processes that underlies all life and is a primary mechanism of biological regulation. In eukaryotic cells, transcription depends on the formation of a complex at the promoter region of the gene that minimally includes RNA polymerase II and several auxiliary proteins known as the general transcription factors. Transcription initiation follows at the promoter site given the availability of nucleoside triphosphates and ATP. Soon after the polymerase begins the synthesis of the nascent mRNA chain, it enters a critical stage, referred to as promoter escape, that is characterized by physical and functional instability of the transcription complex. These include formation of abortive transcripts, strong dependence on ATP cofactor, the general transcription factor TFIIH and downstream template. These criteria are no longer in effect when the nascent RNA reaches a length of 14-15 nucleotides. Towards the end of promoter escape, disruption or adjustment of protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, including the release of some of the general transcription factors from the early transcription complex is to be expected, allowing the transition to the elongation stage of transcription. In this review, we examine the experimental evidence that defines promoter escape as a distinct stage in transcription, and point out areas where critical information is missing.